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In early 2012 it was announced that Cormac 
McCarthy had written his first original screenplay - 
news which provoked huge excitement, a swift deal 
and the appointment of Ridley Scott to direct. It is 
the story of a lawyer, the Counselor, a man who is 
so seduced by the desire to get rich, to impress his 
fiancee Laura, that he becomes involved in a drug-
smuggling venture that quickly takes him way out of 
his depth. His contacts in this are the mysterious 
and probably corrupt Reiner and the seductive 
Malkina, so exotic her pets of choice are two 
cheetahs. As the action crosses the Mexican 
border, things become darker, more violent and 
more sexually disturbing than the Counselor has 
ever imagined. The film stars Michael Fassbender, 
Brad Pitt, Cameron Diaz, Penelope Cruz and Javier 
Bardem.

Counselor, The
McCarthy, Cormac

Picador  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$32.999781447227632

June, 1968. America is in a state of turbulence, 
engulfed in civil unrest and uncertainty. Yet for 
Whitney Dane - spending the summer of her 22nd 
year on Martha's Vineyard - life could not be safer, 
nor the future more certain. Educated at Wheaton, 
soon to be married, and the youngest daughter of 
the patrician Dane family, Whitney has everything 
she has ever wanted, and is everything her all-
powerful and doting father, Charles Dane, wants her 
to be. But the Vineyard's still waters are disturbed 
by the appearance of Benjamin Blaine. An 
underprivileged, yet fiercely ambitious and 
charismatic young man, Blaine is a force of nature 
neither Whitney nor her family could have prepared 
for.

Loss of Innocence
North Patterson, Richard

Quercus  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999781782064060

London, October 1968. Detective Sergeant Cathal 
Breen is the pariah of the Marylebone CID, having 
just run out on a fellow officer held at knifepoint, 
when it's shaken up by the arrival of WPC Helen 
Tozer: awkward chatterbox, farmgirl, and the first 
woman to enter the murder unit - apart from the 
secretary. When a young woman is found naked 
and strangled in well-to-do St John's Wood, her 
identity is a mystery. The neighbours offer nothing 
but xenophobic suspicions, witnesses are staying 
silent; only Tozer's savvy gives Breen a lead. 
Following it deep into the rural backwaters, Breen 
sees one dead body lead to another - a trail of 
bloodshed taking them dangerously close to a killer 
with everything to lose.

Song From Dead Lips, A
Shaw, William

Quercus  •  H/B  •  Crime & Mystery

$32.999781782064169

Sigwulf, a Saxon prince who has found himself at 
the court of King Carolus in France, is summoned 
by the royal advisor. A rare white elephant has been 
sent as a gift from the Caliph of Baghdad - and 
Carolus is determined to send an embassy to the 
Caliph bearing presents of equal prize to encourage 
good political relations. 

Sigwulf and his companions Osric and Walo are 
sent on a deadly mission to search the wild 
northlands of Europe for the rarest of creatures for 
the Caliph.

Saxon: The Emperor's Elephant
Severin, Tim

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Historical Fiction

$39.999780230769106

Florence is pregnant and 99% sure it's her 
husband's. Unless it's Thomas'. Loving two men at 
the same time is worth the risk. 

Thomas is a neo-natal doctor whose invention could 
save premature babies. Giving them a chance is 
worth the pain. Helen is a midwife grieving for her 
baby, lost before the technology was invented. 
Helping other parents is worth the sacrifice. This is 
a unique novel that explores what powerful love can 
drive us to do; searingly funny, devastatingly moving 
and audaciously smart.

These Are Our Children
Maxwell, Julie

Quercus  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999781780877129

Ulfar Thormodsson has spent two years travelling 
as envoy and bodyguard to his high-born cousin. 
They have one last stop - the walled town of 
Stenvik - before they can finally go home.

Audun Arngrimsson works his forge and lives a 
secretive, solitary life. No one knows about his past, 
and he'd like to keep it that way. But the Old Gods 
have other ideas. The factions within Stenvik are 
about to come to blows, but a far bigger battle is 
approaching: a young king is bringing the White 
Christ at point of sword and edge of blade. And on 
the horizon are the sails of another, more 
mysterious enemy...

Swords of Good Men
Kristjansson, Snorri

Jo Fletcher Books  •  H/B  •  Fantasy

$34.999781782063322



It is three weeks since the boy came to town, 
carrying a book of poetry to return to the old sea 
captain - the poetry that did for his friend Bárður. 
Three weeks, but already Bárður's ghost has faded. 
Snow falls so heavily that it binds heaven and earth 
together.

As the villagers gather in the inn to drink schnapps 
and coffee while the boy reads to them from 
Shakespeare's Hamlet, Jens the postman stumbles 
in half dead, having almost frozen to his horse. On 
his next journey to the wide open fjords he is 
accompanied by the boy, and both must risk their 
lives for each other, and for an unusual item of mail.

Sorrow of Angels, The
Kalman Stefánsson, Jon

MacLehose Press  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999780857051653

When John Nichols arrives to identify the body of an 
old friend, he is instantly caught up in the wreckage 
of Alan Mustgrave's life. This is the side of Paris the 
tourists don't see, where everyone has a past but 
very few count on a future. But what can he expect 
from a man who bled to death in his own S&M 
show?

Now there's a maverick police lieutenant on the 
prowl who thinks that Mustgrave was murdered. As 
the horrific extent of police abuse is revealed, the 
race is on to find the link between a slew of 
apparent suicides - and the key to it is buried deep 
in Nichols' past.

Bed of Nails
Varenne, Antonin

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.999781782062431

Clare Elias has always known the risks of being 
married to a rich, handsome, younger man like 
Marc. But when she gives birth to two gorgeous 
babies, she discovers motherhood isn't quite the 
cinch she'd expected, yet Marc takes to parenthood 
like a duck to water. Desperate to regain her 
independence running a successful chain of 
boutique flower shops, Clare hires Jenna, a 
confident, efficient nanny keen to escape a 
relationship that is going horribly wrong.

But before too long, a deadly rivalry emerges, and 
as events spiral out of control, Clare finds herself 
forced to make painful decisions about love, loyalty 
and motherhood. Previously published as 'The 
Cradle Snatcher', 'The Nanny' is a story you won't 
want to miss.

Nanny, The
Stimson, Tess

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781447239062

Kate Forrest is invisible... Ned, the husband she 
adores, doesn't seem to know she's alive, and her 
two charming children have grown into stroppy 
adolescents. Her boss is suddenly shunting her 
towards career Siberia, and her demanding mother 
is never off the phone. With her fortieth birthday fast 
approaching, all Kate wants to do is run away from 
the lot of them.

And so she does. On impulse, Kate walks out of her 
job, her family and her life, and gets on a plane to 
Italy. With no ties and no responsibilities, she soon 
finds herself deliriously caught up in La Dolce Vita - 
and the arms of a man barely half her age. But 
when the unthinkable threatens her family, Kate is 
brutally forced to choose between her past and the 
future.

Wife Who Ran Away, The
Stimson, Tess

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781447240891

Mulder, a Dutchman, returns at last to South Africa, 
his memories scattered by forty years and two 
strokes. Once he fought to free the country from 
apartheid; now he finds its people asking whether 
years of democracy have left them any better off. 
The village where his friend Donald - a comrade 
from his Fraternité days - lives is as segregated as 
ever: fishermen struggle to eke out a living and kids 
wreck their brains with crystal meth.

Tensions are high: Donald wages a campaign 
against the local mayor; every day the whites add 
inches to their perimeter fences. So when Mulder 
and Donald attempt to help a young tik-head get 
clean against his will, their muddled good intentions 
can only be misunderstood...

Betrayal
van Dis, Adriaan

MacLehose Press  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999780857051844

Pen's life is all about secrets: the secret of the city's 
spirits, deities and monsters her best friend Beth 
discovered, living just beyond the notice of modern 
Londoners; the secret of how she got the intricate 
scars that disfigure her so cruelly - and the most 
closely guarded secret of all: Parva, her mirror-
sister, forged from her reflections in a school 
bathroom mirror. Pen's reflected twin is the only girl 
who really understands her.

Then Parva is abducted and Pen makes a terrible 
bargain for the means to track her down. In London-
Under-Glass, looks are currency, and Pen's scars 
make her a rare and valuable commodity. But some 
in the reflected city will do anything to keep Pen 
from the secret of what happened to the sister who 
shared her face.

Glass Republic, The
Pollock, Tom

Jo Fletcher Books  •  H/B  •  Fantasy

$32.999781780870106

Aeons ago, a super-scientific culture known as 
'Angels' had left incomprehensible relics all over the 
galaxy. Among these phenomena were the Stations, 
whereby human spacecraft could jump instantly 
from one part of the galaxy to another. And from 
them the brilliant Angel technology could be 
explored and exploited. One of these stations orbits 
the planet Kaspar, where the only other known 
sentient species outside Earth has been 
meticulously allowed to continue evolving in its own 
world of primitive ignorance. But suddenly Kaspar's 
mysterious 'Citadel' has become the vital key to 
repelling the fast-approaching threat.

Angel Stations
Gibson, Gary

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$19.999781447224129

In the late twenty-first century, you will find a very 
different world. Little is as it used to be, and many 
are not what they seem. 

Kendrick Gallmon, survivor of an infamous research 
facility called the Maze, is trying to pick up the 
pieces of his life, even though he knows the Labrat 
augments are slowly killing him. Then one day his 
heart stops beating, forever, and a ghost urges him 
to return to the source of all his nightmares, a long-
abandoned military complex filled with entirely real 
voices of the dead.

Against Gravity
Gibson, Gary

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$19.999781447224136



Jessica Hart's happy childhood as the daughter of a 
country blacksmith is changed forever by the 
sudden death of her mother. Her grief-stricken 
father leaves her to cope with her loss alone. It is 
her manipulative new stepmother who tries to force 
her into marrying an older man. To bright, pretty 
Jess the idea of a loveless marriage is unthinkable 
and so she escapes to Birmingham to her aunt 
Olive - the last remaining connection to her mother. 

But it soon becomes apparent that in the shadows 
of Olive's family there are haunting secrets of which 
no one will speak. And Jess' security is threatened 
when she falls passionately in love. For handsome 
Ned Green is not only already married, but also 
about to become a father.

Poppy Day
Murray, Annie

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781447232452

In the impoverished area of Nechells in Birmingham 
in the 1930s, young Emma Brown's life is turned 
upside down when her mother, Cynthia, has another 
baby. 

Emma has always been a happy-go-lucky child, 
content as long as things were all right at home with 
her parents, and her brother and sister. But when 
the baby is born, Cynthia doesn't seem able to 
cope, and even her lifelong friend and neighbour, 
Dot, can't seem to get through to her. Cynthia's 
husband, Bob, tries to do his best, but when he 
feels he's losing the wife he loves so much he turns 
to drink. Poor Emma can't seem to keep up with 
looking after the household, and soon it seems that 
the only thing to do is for Cynthia to go and stay with 
her tyrannical older sister across the city.

Hopscotch Summer, A
Murray, Annie

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781447232469

Abandoned at birth, little Mercy Hanley shows a 
fierce determination few others can match. Her 
inner fire burns brightly, even in the harsh conditions 
of turn-of-the-century Birmingham. For behind 
Mercy's pale and haunting face, there is a mind of 
steel, as her harsh foster mother, Mrs Gaskin, soon 
discovers. Beatings, threats and poverty cannot halt 
Mercy's efforts to improve herself, or to create a 
new life for Susan, Mrs Gaskin's crippled daughter. 
Even in the worst times, it is as if someone is 
watching over Mercy, and willing her to succeed. 
Through the dark shadow of world war, Mercy 
continues her fight for survival. She will first earn her 
freedom and security. Then at long last she can 
give her love...

Orphan of Angel Street, The
Murray, Annie

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781447232483

Birmingham, almost a decade after the end of the 
Great War, and the women of Lilac Street have had 
more than their fair share of troubles...

Rose Southgate is trapped in a loveless marriage. 
Shy and isolated, she makes the best of life, until 
she meets a man who changes everything. 

Jen Green is struggling to make ends meet, with a 
sick husband and five children to support. Aggie, 
her eldest daughter, is twelve years old and longs 
for excitement. But prying into the adult world shows 
her more than she had bargained for. 

And Phyllis Taylor is a widow who has managed to 
put a dark and traumatic past behind her. But the 
return of her daughter Dolly threatens all that...

Women of Lilac Street, The
Murray, Annie

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999780330535212

Welcome to the George Inn near London Bridge; a 
cosy, wood-pannelled, galleried coaching house a 
few minutes' walk from the Thames. Grab yourself a 
pint, listen to the chatter of the locals and lean back, 
resting your head against the wall. And then 
consider this: who else has rested their head 
against that wall, over the last 600 years? 

Chaucer and his fellow pilgrims almost certainly 
drank in the George on their way out of London to 
Canterbury. It's fair to say that Shakespeare will 
have popped in from the nearby Globe for a pint, 
and we know that Dickens certainly did. Mail 
carriers changed their horses here, before heading 
to all four corners of Britain - while sailors drank 
here before visiting all four corners of the world...

Shakespeare's Local
Brown, Pete

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  History

$19.999781447236801

Thierry Henry - gifted, charismatic and a genuinely 
world-class footballer - has passed into Arsenal 
legend as the hero of a team that finally ended 
Manchester United's dominance. But as he 
approached the autumn of his career, Thierry's 
crown began to slip - from the infamous 'Hand of 
Gaul' incident to a dismal World Cup 2010 
campaign. Suddenly, a player who Arsene Wenger 
once dubbed 'the greatest striker ever', a man who 
had spent his career at the very top of the game, 
began to learn how lonely such a position could be. 
Drawing from numerous interviews and impeccable 
sources, as well as his own observations over the 
course of Henry's entire career, award-winning 
author Philippe Auclair has produced the most 
complete portrait of the Arsenal hero ever to be 
written.

Thierry Henry
Auclair, Philippe

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Biography: General

$19.999781447236832

Courland is an entity that no longer exists. With the 
Gulf of Riga to the north, the Baltic to the west and 
Lithuania at its southern border, and now part of 
modern Latvia, the region was occupied by Nazi 
Germany and returned to Soviet Russia after the 
war, remaining largely inaccessible until 1991.

It is now a nowhere land of wide skies and forests, 
deserted beaches, ruined castles and ex-KGB 
prisons. For years Jean-Paul Kauffmann has been 
irresistibly drawn to this buffer between the 
Germanic and Slav worlds. His digressive travels at 
the wheel of a Skoda become an investigation into 
the whereabouts of a former lover, a search for an 
excavator of tombs, and a journey in the footsteps 
of Louis XVIII, for whom Courland was once a place 
of exile.

Journey to Nowhere, A
Kauffmann, Jean-Paul

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Travel Writing

$19.999781782062424

One of the best known types of yarn, Icelandic wool 
or Lopi is used to make sweaters that have a long-
lasting and classic appeal. This 100% pure wool 
yarn is lighter, warmer, and more water-resistant 
than yarns from elsewhere, as the long-coated 
native Icelandic sheep have developed over time to 
ensure as much protection as possible from the 
harsh northern climate, giving the wool its special 
properties. With over sixty-five gorgeous designs, 
there are patterns for a range of garments for the 
whole family - from variations on the traditional 
Icelandic yoked sweaters to smaller projects such 
as wooly hats, socks, and scarves, to stunning lacy 
garments and other more contemporary designs - 
all knit in different weights of Icelandic wool.

Knitting with Icelandic Wool
Jonsdottir, Vedis

St Martin's Press  •  H/B  •  Needlework & Fabric Crafts

$34.999781250024800



Finally a crossword omnibus that packs hours of 
easy puzzling fun into a portable package.

 

• 150 fun and easy "New York Times" crosswords

• Fun for solvers of all skill levels

• Edited by Will Shortz

New York Times Easiest Crossword Puzzles, The
Shortz, Will (ed)

Griffin  •  P/B  •  Hobbies, Quizzes, Games

$14.999781250025197

Everett Singh has escaped from his enemies with 
the Infundibulum - the key to all the parallel worlds. 
But his freedom has come at a price: the loss of his 
father to one of the billions of parallel universes in 
the Panopoly. E1 was the first Earth to create the 
Heisenberg Gate, the means to jump between 
worlds, but it was quarantined long ago. No one 
goes in... and nothing comes out. But E1 has 
something that Everett needs: the means to find his 
father.

Be My Enemy
McDonald, Ian

Jo Fletcher Books  •  H/B  •  Children's: Science Fiction

$34.999781780876689

Illustrator: Field, Jim

When there's a panic at the palace, which witch will 
come to the rescue? 

Twin sisters Witch Rose and Witch Rita are relaxing 
at home when the king arrives at Rita's front door 
looking terribly worried. The princess is refusing to 
smile! Will Witch Rita be able to solve the problem 
by conjuring up exquisite tiaras, fabulous frocks and 
boxes of chocs? Or will Witch Rose save the day 
with a very different approach? 

A fantastically funny fairytale from the winners of the 
2011 Roald Dahl Funny Prize.

Rich Witch, Poor Witch
Bently, Peter

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$24.999780230766778

A fantastic annual packed full of activities, 
information, outdoor adventures, jokes and puzzles. 
Learn how to: cook on a campfire, identify clouds, 
pond dip, do origami, put on a show, grow 
vegetables, try different sports, do magic tricks and 
find out what Beavers, Cubs and Scouts have been 
up to in the past twelve months.

Cubs Annual 2014
Li, Amanda

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Children's: Cooking, Gardening, Handicrafts

$16.999781447227700

The OFFICIAL Bin Weevils Annual is packed full of 
all the best bits from the Bin! 

The OFFICIAL Bin Weevils Annual 2014 contains 
all the latest news from the Bin, plus stories, 
activities, games and puzzles!

Bin Weevils: The Official Annual 2014
Macmillan

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  (Picture, Activity and Early Learning Books)

$16.999781447225799

Join the Bin Weevils on yet more adventures 
around the Binscape. But this time YOU decide how 
the story ends! 

Lab's Monster, Frankenweevil, has escaped from 
Lab's Lab, and the inhabitants of the Bin are very 
afraid! But perhaps he just needs a friend. Will Tink 
and Clott succeed in recapturing the monster, and 
what kind of tricks will they use to earn the 
monster's trust?

Bin Weevils: Choose Your Own Path 4
Archer, Mandy

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$9.999781447225805


